Zebra Robotics Automation™

Zebra Symmetry™ Fulfillment

Power your productivity with Team Intelligence for a fully directed workflow that orchestrates the picker path with a team of robots.
Zebra Symmetry™ Fulfillment
Enhance efficiency by streamlining order fulfillment processes

Key Benefits
• Orchestrates the path of a picker with a team of robots
• Strikes a balance between throughput and minimal cycle time, creating efficiency every second of the workflow
• Returns the reins of decision-making to operations leaders for true flexibility
• Optimizes for the lowest cost per unit picked without sacrificing accuracy or performance
Gain Unmatched Value with Zebra's Logistics Technology

Zebra Symmetry Fulfillment pairs best-in-class robotics hardware including UltraSLAM with state-of-the-art rugged mobile computer and data capture devices.

WT6300 Wearable Computer
3.2" WVGA touchscreen display
NFC tap to pair
Swappable battery

RS5100 Ring Scanner
Low profile form factor
NFC Tap to Pair
Swappable battery

Fetch100 Flex Series
Single or Dual touchscreens for worker instructions
Integrated scanner for tote induction
Smart LEDs for aisle side and put guidance

WARNING: This product uses components which emit invisible laser radiation. Incorrect use or observing the safety laser scanner through optical instruments (such as magnifying glasses, lenses, telescopes) may be hazardous for the eyes.

Zebra AMRs carry a CE mark and meet regulatory requirements for product safety.

ANSI/RIA R15.08
Zebra AMRs conform with R15.08 safety standards published by the RIA (Robotics Industry Association)

NOTE: Product appearance is subject to change

Discover how Zebra Robotics Automation can work for you—scan or click the QR code for more information